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The Sexy Lifestyle with Carol and David
Friday at 3 PM Pacific
March 06th 2020: ABOUT SEX, THREESOMES, ORGIES,
SWINGING AND KINK - PART 1
Have you been fantasizing about group sex - wondering how
the dynamics work with multiple partners at the same time?
What about the rules, special considerations or secrets signs
that might be needed to ensure everyone has a good time?
Join us with Reid Mihalko, from Reid About Sex, as we get a
fun and informative take on how to manage threesomes,
foursomes and moresomes while maintaining a strong and
healthy relationship without jealousy. We also get into talking
about “rough sex for nice folks” – how to add some simple
kinky moves, like spanking, choking and sensation play, in a
safe and s
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Featured Guest
Reid Mihalko
As seen on NETFLIX' "Chelsea Does..." alongside Chelsea Handler, Reid Mihalko is
an internationally known sex and relationship geek who threw an orgy for Oprah's OWN
Network on Lisa Ling's "Our America." He has led thousands of workshops and play
parties, and his work has been covered by media outlets across 7 continents. His
charisma and easy to understand style of teaching in his workshops and college
lectures have been attended by over 50,000 people from across the globe. Reid would
also like you to know that, in early 2018, some very brave people came forward during
#MeToo sharing harms that Reid had caused them. Reid stepped down from teaching
and initiated a restorative justice-based
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